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Abstract 

Various studies have confirmed the influential role of corrective feedback (CF) in the 

development of different linguistic skills and components. However, little, if any, 

research has been conducted on comparing types of linguistic errors treated by teachers 

through CF. To bridge this gap, this study sought to investigate the linguistic errors 

addressed and the types of CF provided by teachers. To this end, the classes of 40 

teachers teaching at the intermediate level were audio-recorded for two successive 

sessions. The detailed analysis of around 128 hours of classroom interactions showed 

that explicit correction was the most frequent CF type, accounting for 48.5 percent of all 

CF types provided, and recast was the second most frequently used CF type, constituting 

29.5 percent of all CF types. All the other CF types (i.e. request for clarification, 

confirmation check, repetition, metalinguistic feedback, elicitation, and multiple 

feedback) constituted 22 percent of the CF. Repetition was the least frequently used CF 

type, amounting to 0.66 percent of the CF given by teachers. As to the linguistic focus 

of C,, pronunciatioo errors were found to be the mostly noticed target for teachers� . ,,  
constituting 47 percent of all errors addressed, while vocabulary was the least frequently 

addressed linguistic target, accounting for 17.5 percent of all errors. The study suggests 

that teachers prefer explicit corrective strategies over implicit ones and that they provide 

CF mainly to correct pronunciations errors. The study suggests that there is a need for 

change in the types of CF teachers use and the relative attention they assign to different 

linguistic error types they treat through CF.  
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1. Introduction 

Corrective feedback (CF) has been defined as any response to learner utterances 

cnntainigg error (Ellis, 000))  which is intedded to correct the learner�s erroueuus 
utterance. CF has been the focus of a variety of second language acquisition (SLA) 

studies. However, most of these studies have centered on the influence of CF on 

language development (e.g. Carroll & Swain, 1993; Lyster, 2004; Trahey & White, 

1993) or have compared the impacts of different CF strategies on language learning 

(e.g. Ammar & Spada, 2006; Ellis, Loewen, & Erlam, 2006; Lyster, 2004; Sheen, 

2007; Yang & Lyster, 2010). Although a number of studies (Ellis, Basturkmen, & 

Loewen 2001; Lyster & Mori 2006; Lyster & Ranta 1997; Sheen, 2004) have 

focused on the distribution of CF types in English as a foreign language (EFL) 

language teaching classrooms, these studies have been based on short-term 

observations. The average number of hours examined in 12 studies cited by Lyster, 

Saito, and Sato (2013) was 16.5 hours. Furthermore, there is a paucity of research 

in relation to the types of errors addressed by teachers. However, studying the 

targets of CF can have implications for language teaching because CF targets can 

iff lnence the feebback upta. e add iddicate teachers� preferences or ability for 
correcting certain types of errors. Therefore, the present study aimed to explore the 

way EFL teachers treat various linguistic error types in their classes at the 

intermediate level. It focused on the types of CF and the CF targets in a large 

corpus consisting of 128 hours of class recordings. 

 

2. Review of the Related Literature 

2.1. Types and targets of corrective feedback 

CF has been referred to as one of the most powerful factors iff lnencigg lear(e rs� 
achievement (Hattie & Timperely, 2007). Long (1996) and White (1990) stress the 

importance of CF, also referred to as negative evidence, asserting that positive 

evidence is not sufficient for L2 acquisition. In addition, the use of CF in language 

teachigg has a strggg fnnndatinn in a mmmber ff  LLA theories, inclddigg wwain�s 
(,,,,, , ))))  Output Hypothesis, Schmidt�s (99,,, )))))  Noticigg . . pothesis, 
gggg�s (,,,,, , ))))  Interactinn Hypothesis, and cnnnectinnist mllel s of .agggage 

learning (N. Ellis, 2006). CF can address various aspects of language. It has been 
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discussed as an important issue leading to the development of different linguistic 

cmmpnnentsn CF has prvved effective in imprvvigg learners� writigg skill (Ellis. 
1999; Ellis, 2006; Yaakub, 2005, as cited in Al Harrasi, 2007), vocabulary (Ellis, 

2006), grammar (Long, 1983), and comprehension (Ellis, 2006; Hyland, 1998; 

Reid, 1993).  

CF can be written or oral. As Ellis (2009) mentions, written CF has been 

usually classified as direct, indirect, and metalinguistic CF, while oral CF can be 

provided through a variety of strategies. Lyster and Ranta (1997) identified six 

different types of oral CF: request for clarification, recast, repetition, metalinguistic 

feedback, elicitation, and explicit correction. Request for clarification elicits a 

reformulation of the preceding utterance by indicating to students that their 

utterance has either been misunderstood by the teacher or is ill-formed in some 

way (Spada & Fröhlich, 1995, as cited in Ellis, 2008). Recast ivvll ves the teacher�s 
rephrasigg ff  the stddent�s utterance yy chaggigg nne or more cmmpnnents without 
changing the central meaning (Ellis, 2008). Repetition refers to the teacher�s 
repetitiff ff  the stddent�s errnneuus utterance highlighting the error mostly through 

intonation. Metalinguistic feedback contains comments, information, or questions 

related to the form ff  the stnnent�s utterance, withuut explicitly prvvidigg the 
correct form. Metalinguistic comments generally indicate that there is an error 

somewhere but, through these comments, the teacher attempts to elicit the 

information from the student. Elicitation, according to Lyster and Ranta (1997), 

refers to the techniques that teachers use to directly elicit the correct form from the 

student. Explicit correction refers to the explicit provision of the correct form. 

While providing the correct form, the teacher clearly indicates that the student has 

made an error. In addition to the preceding feedback types, in their analysis, Lyster 

and Ranta (1997) identified a seventh category called multiple feedback, which 

referred to combinations of more than one type of CF in one teacher turn.  

Ranta and Lyster (2007) classified the six CF types identified by Lyster and 

Ranta (1997) into two broad CF categories: reformulations and prompts. 

Reformulations refer to the CF types that supply learners with correct 
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reformulations of their errors. They thus include recasts and explicit correction. 

Prompts include all other CF types that push learners to repair their own errors, that 

is elicitation, metalinguistic feedback, request for clarification, and repetition. In 

fact, reformulations and prompts are other terms for input-providing and output-

prompting CF. Besides this classification, CF types have been categorized into 

explicit and implicit strategies. Ellis (2009) has presented a taxonomy of CF types, 

an adaptation of which is provided in Table 1.  

Table 1 

Taxonomy of CF strategies (Adapted from Ellis, 2009) 

 Explicit Implicit  

Input-providing explicit correction confirmation check 

recast 

Output-prompting metalinguistic feedback 

elicitation 

request for clarification 

repetition 

 

2.2. Research on corrective feedback 

Little research has investigated the proportions of CF and/or the targets of CF. The 

most comprehensive study in this regard is the meta-analysis by Brown (2014), 

who studied proportions of CF types given by teachers and the linguistic targets of 

the CF. Findings showed that recast was the most frequent CF strategy, accounting 

for 57 percent of all CF, while prompts constituted 30 percent of all CF types. 

Moreover, the results indicated that grammar errors received the highest percentage 

of CF (43%). In another study, Panova and Lyster (2002) examined the proportions 

of CF types as well as the amount of learner uptake. They found recasts and 

translation (which are implicit types of input-providing CF) as the most frequently 

used CF types. 

A number of other studies on CF have investigated the features of CF. Sheen 

(2006) studied the relationship between the features of recasts and learner uptake. 

She found significant relationships between uptake and features such as length of 

recasts (short vs. long), the linguistic focus (pronunciation vs. grammar), and the 

type of change (substitution vs. addition). Associations were further found between 
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repair and features of recasts like mode (declarative vs. interrogative), the use of 

reduction (partial recasts), and the number of changes (one vs. multiple). 

Some other studies have investigated the role of context in determining the 

frequency and distribution of CF or its effectiveness. Van Lier (1988), for instance, 

showed that the type of CF is a reflection of the nature of the context created 

jointly by the teacher and the learners in the classroom. Moreover, Sheen (2004) 

studied the variation in patterns of CF and learner uptake in communicative 

classrooms across four instructional settings (i.e. Canada immersion, Canada ESL, 

New Zealand ESL, and Korea EFL).  She found significant differences in the types 

of CF used in different contexts. Lyster and Mori (2006) examined the amount of 

uptake in two contexts: French immersion in Canada and Japanese immersion in 

Japan. They showed that the amount of uptake following recasts differs noticeably 

across instructional settings. Llinares and Lyster (2014) studied the role of context 

in defining the frequency and distribution of different types of CF (i.e. recasts, 

prompts, and explicit correction) and learner uptake. The results showed no 

significant influence of context on the proportion of the three types of CF provided 

by teachers, but they revealed differences in rates of repair after recasts, prompts, 

and explicit correction. In his meta-analysis, Brown (2014) referred to a number of 

contextual add methooolggical factors, inclddigg learners� prff iciency level, 
teachers� experience, and secddd/foreign lagggage instructinnal cnntexts, which 
may impact the teachers� choice ff  CF strategies in diúferent teachigg cnntexts. 
Further differences in amounts of uptake across settings have been reported by 

Lyster (1998) and Oliver and Mackey (2003). 

     Whereas a large number of studies have been carried out in relation to CF, most 

of them have been concerned with either the necessity of CF in developing some 

aspects of language (e.g. Trahey & White, 1993) or the effectiveness of CF in 

language classrooms (e.g. Carroll & Swain, 1993; Li, 2010; Lyster, 2004) or have 

focused on examining the effects of either implicit versus explicit CF (e.g. Ellis, 

Loewen, & Erlam, 2006; Sheen, 2007) or input-providing versus output-prompting 

CF (e.g. Ammar & Spada, 2006; Lyster, 2004; Yang & Lyster, 2010). A few 
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studies have investigated the CF strategies used by teachers (e.g. Lyster & Ranta, 

1997) and the relationship between certain types of CF and learner uptake 

(Esmaeili & Behnam, 2014; Lyster & Mori, 2006). However, the review of studies 

on CF suggests that little research has explored types of errors mostly addressed by 

teachers (e.g. Brown, 2014). This study, thus, sought to fill the gap through 

investigating patterns of CF provided by EFL teachers. It focused on the linguistic 

errors addressed by teachers and the type of CF provided. In line with the purpose 

of the study, two questions were posed: 

1. What types of CF are used by Iranian EFL teachers teaching in language 

institutes? 

2. What linguistic aspects are  addressed as the targets of CF used by Iranian 

EFL teachers teaching in language institutes? 

 

3. Method 

3.1. Participants 

Teachers from four language institutes agreed to participate in the study. On the 

whole, 45 teachers teaching English as a foreign language at the intermediate level 

in these four institutes were selected as participants of this study.  The classes of 

the selected teachers were then audio-recorded for two sessions. During the 

recording process, five of the teachers were removed from the pool of participants 

because they felt uncomfortable with being recorded. As a result, 40 teachers 

cnnstituted the main participants of the styyy. The 40 teachers�age ranges were 

between 19 to 35 years old with the mean of 26 and their teaching experience 

varied from 1 to 10 years with a mean of 4 years. Thirty-two of the participants 

were female and eight were male. Twenty teachers were English majors (11 with a 

B.A. degree and 9 with an M.A. degree) and 20 were non-English majors with B.A. 

and M.A. degrees.  

 

3.2. Data analysis 

As noted earlier, based on agreements on the part of the teachers and institute 

directors, two sessinns ff  00 teachers� classes were addio-recorded. The class 

lengths ranged from 70 minutes to 121 minutes and the average class duration was 
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around 96 minutes. The whole database comprised 128.12 hours (i.e. 7,687 

minutes) of class recordings (see Table 2). When the classes were recorded, a 

detailed description of CF moves in the audio-recorded materials for each teacher 

was prepared. In providing the description, the CF moves taken by the teachers 

were located first and then for each of those cases, the types of error being 

corrected and the type of CF given were determined.  

The collected data were analyzed for the frequency of linguistic aspects being 

corrected and types of CF. In categorizing data, the three linguistic aspects 

identified by Lyster and Ranta (1997) as the probable targets of CF were 

considered as the three foci of CF. The linguistic aspects included grammar, 

vocabulary, and pronunciation. Moreover, eight categories were defined for CF 

types: request for clarification, confirmation check, recast, repetition, 

metalinguistic feedback, elicitation, explicit correction, and multiple feedback. 

Descriptive statistics for types of CF and types of errors were calculated for the 

first and the second research questions, respectively. 

 

4.Results 

To answer the research questions of the study, an overall 128.12 hours (i.e. 7,687 

minutes) of class sessions were recorded. During this time, 1,898 errors were 

addressed by the participating teachers. The number of errors in each session 

ranged from 2 to 93 and the average was estimated as 24 errors in each session. For 

the most part, each error received one type of CF. Nonetheless, there were cases in 

which the teacher provided more than one type of CF for the errors, with each CF 

type in one distinct move. So, on the whole, 1,968 CF moves were provided by the 

teachers (see Table 2). 
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Table 2 

Descriptive statistics for recording length and number of errors and CFs 

 Minimum Maximum Sum Mean Std. Deviation 

Recording length 70 121 7687 96.08 14.70 

No of errors 

addressed 

2 93 1898 23.72 15.74 

No of CF moves 2 100 1968 24.60 16.58 

 

4.1. Types of corrective feedback 

The purpose of the first research question was to explore the types of CF used by 

EFL teachers teaching in language institutes. To this end, descriptive statistics for 

the types of CF were calculated. As shown in Table 3, the most frequently used CF 

type was explicit correction, which was used 953 times (i.e. 48.5% of all CF types 

provided). In fact, the mean of using explicit correction was around 12 times in 

each session. The second most frequently used CF type was recast, which occurred 

580 times (constituting 29.5% of all CF types). The teachers used it about 7 times 

in each session. All the other CF types, thus, constituted about 22 percent of the CF 

given by the teachers, and each of them was used less than 2 times on average in 

each session. The least frequent CF was repetition, constituting 0.66 percent of all 

the CF and occurring once in almost every six sessions on average (the frequency 

in each session was 0.16). 
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Table 3 

Descriptive Statistics for Types of CF 

 N Minimu

m 

Maxim

um 

Su

m 

Perce

nt 

Mea

n 

Std. 

Deviation 

Request for 

clarification 
80 0 3 40 2.03 .50 .84 

Confirmation 

check 
80 0 4 39 1.98 .49 .89 

Recast 80 0 25 580 29.47 
7.2

5 
6.54 

Repetition 80 0 4 13 .66 .16 .59 

Metalinguistic 80 0 11 121 6.14 
1.5

1 
2.33 

Elicitation 80 0 15 141 7.16 
1.7

6 
2.88 

Explicit 

correction 
80 0 62 953 48.42 

11.

91 
10.56 

Multiple feedback 80 0 15 81 4.12 
1.0

1 
2.06 

No of CF moves  2 100 196

8 

100 24.

60 

16.58 

 

Figure 1 presents the types of CF. 
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Figure 1. Types of CF 

 

To see whether the frequencies of CF types were significantly different from their 

expected frequencies, a chi-square goodness-of-fit test was run. As Table 4 shows, 

explicit correction, recast, and repetition were the three CF strategies with the 

greatest differences in their observed and expected frequencies. Based on the table, 

explicit correction and recast occurred noticeably more than expected, while 

repetition was employed much less than expected. The result of the chi-square test 

(Table 5) indicated significant differences between the observed and expected 

frequencies for types of CF, X
2
(7, n= 1968) = 3271.8, p = .000.  
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Table 4 

Observed and expected frequencies for types of CF 

 Observed N Expected N Residual 

Request for 

clarification 
40 246.0 -206.0 

Confirmation check 39 246.0 -207.0 

Recast 580 246.0 334.0 

Repetition 13 246.0 -233.0 

Metalinguistic 

feedback 
121 246.0 -125.0 

Elicitation 141 246.0 -105.0 

Explicit correction 953 246.0 707.0 

Multiple feedback 81 246.0 -165.0 

Total 1968   

 

Table 5 

Chi-square test for types of CF 

 CF 

Chi-Square 3271.764
a
 

df 7 

Asymp. Sig. .000 

a. 0 cells (0.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum 

expected cell frequency is 246.0. 

 

To clarify the nature of each CF type, samples of the CF types taken from the data 

of this study are presented in Table 6.  
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Table 6 

Examples of CF types 

CF Type  Example 

Request for 

clarification 

Student They should pay attention to 

natural. 

 Teacher Pay attention to what? 

Confirmation check Student I think it’s very quite. 
 Teacher Is it quiet? 

Recast Student Nowadays people can call their 

children and know /nаս/ about 

them 

 Teacher They can call their children and 

know /n�ս/ about them. 

Repetition Student They want to cut people. 

 Teacher To cut people?! 

Metalinguistic 

feedback 

Student It may be fun, perfect, wonderful, 

boring, shy,  

 Teacher Shy for place? 

Elicitation Student In the past, people had to do … 
make, make some fire. 

 Teacher People …? 

 Student Had to made fire. 

 Teacher Had to …? 

 Student Make. 
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CF Type  Example 

Explicit correction Student He listens and gives some advices. 

 Teacher Not advices, some advice. 

Multiple feedback Student Yes, he does. 

 Teacher Yes …? … Yes, she does. 

More than one CF 

type 

Student They received me an email. 

 Teacher No, YOU received an email. 

 Student I received?! They received. 

 Teacher They sent you. YOU received.  

 

4.2. The focus of CF 

The second research question addressed aspects of the language which were the  

targets of CF used by EFL teachers. To answer this question, the descriptive 

analysis of data for highlighting the linguistic focus of the errors was addressed. At 

first, all the CFs given were identified, as described in the previous section. Next, 

the focus of errors addressed by these CFs was specified. A small number of errors 

addressed by the teachers (1%) dealt with the appropriateness of the language use. 

These errors were considered as pragmatic errors and were not included in data 

analysis. All the other errors focused on the linguistic accuracy of the language 

used by learners and were taken as linguistic errors. As pointed out earlier, the 

linguistic aspects which encompassed CF by the teacher were categorized into 

grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation based on the three components of oral 

language on which any corrective act may focus. These are the categories used in 

yyster add Ranta�s (7777) semilal  stuyy. Alal ysis ff  the related data iddicated that 
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pronunciation received the most and vocabulary the least amount of attention (see 

Table 7). As manifested in Table 5, 46.80 percent of the noticed errors were related 

to pronunciation, 17.62 percent to vocabulary, and 35.57 percent to grammar. 

Regarding the mean of the errors addressed in each session, on average, around 23 

errors were addressed in each session, out of which nearly 11 were pronunciation, 

about 8 were grammar, and about 4 were vocabulary. Comparison of the three 

figures related to the three foci of CF shows that pronunciations errors receiving 

CF were 1.3 times as frequent as errors of grammar and 2.7 times as frequent as 

errors of vocabulary. 

Table 7 

Descriptive statistics for types of errors 

 Minimu

m 

Maximu

m 

Sum Percent Mean Std. 

Deviation 

Grammar 0 33 668 35.57 8.35 7.23 

Vocabulary 0 15 331 17.62 4.14 3.36 

Pronunciation 0 50 879 46.80 10.99 9.10 

No of errors 

addressed 
2 93 1878 

100.00 
23.48 15.69 

 

A clear picture of the relative attention given to the three linguistic aspects is 

presented in Figure 2. 
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 Figure 2. Types of errors 

 

In order to examine the significance of the differences between the frequencies of 

the types of errors and their expected frequencies, a chi-square goodness-of-fit test 

was run. As shown in Table 8, the frequencies for vocabulary and pronunciation 

were noticeably different from their expected frequencies while the number of 

grammatical errors receiving CF was close the expected frequency for this error 

type. Based on the table, errors of pronunciation were treated more than expected, 

while errors of vocabulary were addressed greatly less than expected. According to 

the result of the chi-square test (Table 9), there were significant differences 

between the observed and expected frequencies for types of errors being treated 

through CF, X
2
(2, n= 1878) = 244.1, p = .000.  

Table 8 

Observed and expected frequencies for types of errors 

 Observed N Expected N Residual 

Grammar 668 626.0 42.0 

Vocabulary 331 626.0 -295.0 

Pronunciation 879 626.0 253.0 

Total 1878   
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Table 9 

Chi-square test for types of error 

 Linguistic Errors 

Chi-Square 244.086
a
 

df 2 

Asymp. Sig. .000 

a. 0 cells (0.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum 

expected cell frequency is 626.0. 

To add to the clarity of the issue, samples of linguistic error types taken from the 

data of this study are presented in Table 10. 

Table 10 

Examples of error types 

Error Type  Example 

Grammar Student It has modern TV. 

 Teacher It has a modern TV. 

 Student Yes, it has a modern TV and there’s a dining 
table there. 

Vocabulary Student He worked as a paint of the house. 

 Teacher Painter 

 Student Yes 

Pronunciation  It is smaller than an ocean/ �ə��iæn/. 
   /�ə��ən/, it’s /�ə��ən/, /�ə��ən/ 
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5. Discussion 

The focus of this study was on the patterns of CF in intermediate EFL classrooms. 

It examined the linguistic errors addressed by the teacher and the focus of CF 

provided. 

As for the types of CF the teachers used, the results showed that explicit 

correction was the most frequently used CF strategy and that recast was the second 

most preferred strategy. Based nn Ranta and yyster�s (7777) classificatinn ff  the 
CF types into reformulations and prompts, it can be seen that reformulation is the 

category receiving the higher frequency (about 78%) in the two categories. In other 

words, teachers mostly use CF types that supply learners with correct 

reformulations of their errors. Only about 22 percent of CFs were prompts, which 

push learners to repair their own errors. Interestingly, the results are in line with 

those reported by Panova and Lyster (2002). Comparing reformulation strategies 

with prompts, Panova and Lyster came up with 79 percent for reformulation 

strategies and 21 percent for prompts. 

Regarding the comparison of explicit correction and recast, the results of the 

present study showed a great difference between the frequency with which explicit 

correction and recast were used: explicit correction was used more than 1.5 times 

as much as recast was used. This can be regarded as a positive point since, as 

Llinares and Lyster (2014) reported, many CF-related studies have found that in 

classroom contexts, explicit CF is more effective than implicit CF. Nonetheless, the 

result of this part is in opposition with a number of research findings (e.g. Esmaeili 

& Behnam, 2014; Lyster & Mori, 2006; Lyster & Ranta, 1997; Seedhouse, 1997). 

yyster add Ranta�s (7777) examinatinn . f the CF strategies used yy teachers in 

French immersion classrooms in Canada showed that recast was the most frequent 

CF type teachers used. Moreover, Seedhouse (1997) reported that teachers 

generally used mitigated, indirect forms of correction such as recasts more than 

more direct forms of explicit correction. According to Lyster and Mori (2006), 

relevant research emphasizes recast as the most frequent CF type in various 

classroom settings. They reported that, in immersion classrooms, prompts are the 
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second most frequent CF type, while explicit correction is relatively infrequent. 

Like the three above studies, the examination of CF types in language classrooms 

by Esmaeili and Behnam (2014) confirmed the preference for recast in treating 

learners� errors. With regard to repetitinn as the least frequently occurring CF type, 

the result cnntradicts deedhuuse�s (99)))  colcl usinn that teachers prefer iddirect 
correction strategies over more direct strategies. Furthermore, the finding indicates 

the teachers� teddency to prvvide the correct forms rather than trying to elicit them 

from the learners. 

The discrepancies between the results of this study and others can be 

attributed to factors like the instructional context. A few studies (e.g. Seedhouse, 

2004; van Lier, 1988) have investigated CF types across contexts and reported 

cnnsiderall e variatinn in the ways teachers respnnd to learners� errors. Seeuhuuse 
(2004) argued that the type of repair depends on the focus of the instruction which 

may be on either fluency or accuracy. Sheen (2004) studied the CF types in four 

teaching contexts and reported significant differences in the types of CF used in the 

four contexts. Contradictory results regarding the influence of context were 

reported by Llinares and Lyster (2014). The results of their comparison of patterns 

of CF and uptake across contexts indicated that recasts, prompts, and explicit 

correction were used in similar proportions, with recast being the most frequent CF 

type and explicit correction being the least frequent type. 

With regard to the linguistic focus of CF, it was found that the highest 

proportion of CF turns addressed pronunciation errors and the least CF was given 

in response to vocabulary errors. Pronunciation errors constituted around 47 

percent of all errors addressed by the teachers. They were being corrected around 

1.3 times more than grammatical errors and 2.7 times more than vocabulary. Only 

few studies have compared the proportions of error types treated through CF. A 

further problem is that even these few studies have not used the same 

categorizatinns of errors. For instance, Kooota (1111) cmmpared teachers� attention 
to local and global errors. Apparently, except Brown (2014), no researcher has 

compared the linguistic aspects as the focus of CF. The result of this study runs 

cnnnter to Brwwn�s (4444) fiddigg that grammar acconnts for a great percentage of 
all errors receiving CF. The result further contrasts the finding by Ellis, 
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Basturkmen, and Loewen (2001). In their analysis of 12 hours of adult English as a 

second language (ESL) task-based lessons, consisting of 448 focus-on-form 

episodes, they found that a noticeably large percentage of focus-on-form episodes 

addressed vocabulary in comparison with grammar and pronunciation. Thus, the 

results lend support to the findings (e.g. by Llinares & Lyster, 2014; Seedhouse, 

2004; Sheen, 2004; Van Lier, 1988) that there is considerable variation across 

instructinnal context in the ways teachers respddd to the learners� errors. There 
may be a difference in the proportion of errors occurring in EFL and ESL contexts 

and the treated errors may be proportionate to the errors made in each context.  

As mentioned above, the study revealed that a large proportion of CFs (around 

47%) were focused on pronunciation errors, while only about 17.5 percent of all 

CFs focused on vocabulary. However, at this point, there is no cogent account for 

the great difference between the frequencies of the two linguistic aspects. This 

difference can be related to the goal of language teaching in the instructional 

setting, that is, language institutes. The priority in these contexts is the 

development of oral fluency, which may make teachers give more weight to 

pronunciation errors than to other error types. Other possible accounts are the 

particular concerns that the teachers have for pronunciation errors, more saliency of 

pronunciation errors, or the higher occurrence of this error type in EFL classes.  

In sum, the findings of the present study corroborate the findings by Panova 

and Lyster (2002) that reformulation strategies are used considerably more than 

prompts. The results, however, challenge the experimentally supported view that 

recasts constitute the most frequently used CF strategy in classroom settings. 

Regarding the focus of CF, the study revealed that a large proportion of CF focuses 

on pronunciation while vocabulary is the least addressed linguistic aspect of CF. 

However, the results of this study are not fully consistent with other similar studies. 

In fact, as Sheen and Ellis (2011) maintained, the incnnsistency in teachers� 
handling of errors is due to the complexity of CF. Additionally, some experimental 

studies have revealed that variations exist in the distribution and frequency of CF 

types across instructional settings (e.g. Lyster & Mori, 2006; Sheen, 2004). 
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6. Conclusion  

This study pursued two purposes. First, it compared the frequency of various types 

of CF. In this regard, the findings contradict the widely supported view (e.g. by 

Esmaeili & Behnam, 2014; Lyster & Mori, 2006; Lyster & Ranta, 1997; 

Seedhouse, 1997) in the literature in that recast is the most frequent CF strategy as 

in this study, the occurrence of explicit correction was significantly higher than 

recast and other CF strategies. Nonetheless, the findings of this part are in 

conformity with the results of the study by Panova and Lyster (2002), which 

shdded that in treatigg EFL learners� errors, reformll atinn strategies occur 
noticeably more than prompts. This finding suggests that teachers should be given 

more awareness on the need to help learners assume responsibility for correcting 

their own errors. The findings further suggest that teachers may need to act more 

flexibly in using various CF strategies. Lyster, Saito, and Sato (2013) 

recommended that teachers choose CF types according to factors such as linguistic 

targets, learners� level, and the classrmmm orientatinn. Thus, as Ellis (2222) argue,,  
lkkkigg for the most effective CF type might be a mistake add �the siggle �best� 
strategy may be a chimera� (p3 3333. 

The second concern of the study was to examine the types of linguistic error 

treated by the teachers. The study revealed that a large proportion of CFs (around 

47%) focus on pronunciation errors, while only about 17.5 percent of all CFs 

address vocabulary. Due to the scarcity of studies focusing on the linguistic targets 

ff  C,, interpretation of the teachers� CF behavior in this regard is oot easy. The 
result of this part, however, implies the need for further studies looking for the why 

ff  teachers� differential attentinn to one over the other linguistic aspects of 

language. Like the choice of CF strategies, making choices on the type of errors to 

correct memadds teachers� attentinn to the particll ar instructional cnntext which 
involves learner characteristics and instructional objectives.  

Specifically related to the Iranian EFL context, the results imply that language 

teachers should provide learners with more output-prompting CF strategies. The 

first reason is that in the EFL context, learners do not have sufficient opportunities 

that push them toward production; therefore, teachers can provide such 

opportunities through making their learners aware of their errors but leaving the 
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task of correction to the learners themselves. The second reason is that, as the 

results of this styyy sh,,,  the teachers� prvvisinn of iuput-providing strategies is 

not proportionate to all the CF strategies. However, as Lyster and Ranta (1997) 

suggested, teachers should not rely only on one corrective strategy but provide 

learners with a wide range of CF types they have access to.  

A number of limitations in this study should be noted. First, this study did not 

include true randomization of participants due to accessibility problems as some 

teachers were not willing to have their teaching sessions recorded. Second, 

individual differences among language teachers were not considered although they 

may iff luence the teachers� feebback behavior in the classromm. Thir,, the data ff  
the study were in the audio format only; therefore, they did not provide the 

researchers with informatinn auuut the teachers� use ff  paraligguistic feebback 
while this strategy can be part of smme teachers� CF behavior. oo revver, this stddy 
examined the corrective behavior of EFL teachers teaching at intermediate levels. 

Thus, it wlll d be worthwhile to styyy teachers� hanll igg of errors in elementary 
and advanced levels and examine the likely variation of CF patterns in relation to 

course levels. Finally, considering the existence of variations in the distribution and 

frequency of CF types across instructional settings, it would be important to study 

the role of setting, foreign language versus second language, in the distribution and 

effectiveness of CF types. 
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